
STEVEN DOSSOU

Recognized as one the youngest

most influential African speaker

and self-development coach 

KEYNOTE SPEECHES 

            &

MINI WORKSHOPS



Steven Dossou is a highly-rated international speaker

organizational culture consultant and Leadership expert who

offers session attendees pragmatic communications and

Leadership tools, tips and techniques they can use

immediately. 

His career includes tenures as co-founder of Leadership

University, Business developper, specialist, Business Analyst

and Leadership coach.

Steven leads SAIL FORCE Ltd, Directive Communication

psychology , one of the most world known training and

culture consulting companies. 

He has presented to over 20,000 professionals leadership,

crisis management and communications topics that executives

and young professionals can incorporate into both their

professional and personal lives.

Steven is a well-rounded Speaker, entrepreneur and Coach.
It was my pleasure to personally mentor him on

organizational culture and Leadership. We co-created the
Leadership.university in his capacity as a Leadership expert

and game-changer. I trust that Steven will be always an
impact wherever he goes.

Arthur Carmazzi



Steven has a unique style of delivery which triggers inspiration and
paradigm shifts in the mind of individuals. Nick named "ACTION MEN"
Steven delivers a speech which prompt listeners to take actions
necessary to the fulfillment of their potential as well as the growth of the
organization. Steven spoken alongside some world renowned speakers
like Arthur Carmazzi, Itai Manyere, Stephanie Woollard

Some of the topics Steven has spoken about among organizations, close
circles, entrepreneurs , groups of people, group coaching sessions etc...

ACTIVATE YOUR HIDDEN POTENTIAL
When Potential dwindles, so is growth of the individual as well as the
organizations's. Very few people actually understands the concept of
potential and how it can be unleashed to serve the individual's and the
collective's purpose.

ORGANISATIONAL CULTURE TRANSFORMATION
The culture in the organization is everything. Most of the organizations
have a cancer of "Blame culture". Steven is able through his teaching to
get people to change their blame and victim mindset to mindset of
warriors and game changers thus create a high performing culture.

THE ART OF SELF-COACHING
Steven teaches how to make decisions align with one's life aspirations
and the step by steps of how to coach oneself away from limiting beliefs
towards beliefs of courage, determination, persistence and
achievements.

PSYCHOLOGY AND HABITS OF GREAT LEADERS
The capacity to lead ourselves and others is inherent. We tend to lose
that second nature as we go through life daily challenges. Through
Steven's teachings Leaders get a new dimension about Leaderships,
become agents of change and the followers step into their own sense of
Leadership.

"Nick Named "Action Man"



He Is The Author Of 

 "Stop Living And
Leading Life With Your

Hands Brake On"



 

IT'S ALL ABOUT THE WORKSHOPS

EFFECTIVE ORGANIZATIONAL

      COMMUNICATION IN TIMES OF CRISIS

POTENTIAL,PURPOSE &

PRODUCTIVITY

WHY SOME MANAGERS  OUT PERFORM

OTHERS BY FAR EVEN IN TIMES OF CRISIS

COLORED BRAIN CONCEPT AND HOW IT

AFFECTS BEHAVIOR/ PERFORMANCE



 

Find out how Steven Dossou can create new

knowledge, competencies and value

for your  events or your company.

 

 You can contact him at

WA : + 31 61337 90 13

 

WA : +90 531 736 3770

 

INFO @ STEVENDOSSOU.COM

 

STEVEND @ LEADERSHIP.UNIVERSITY

 

WWW.STEVENDOSSOU.COM

CONTACT US


